
 

English Language & Literature – Summer Independent Learning 

 
 

PART 1: Compulsory Tasks 

Task 1: NEA 

1. You will need to produce a draft of your fiction OR non-fiction creative piece 2. 

You should ensure that you have comfortably met the word count limit (800-1000 

words) and have thoroughly edited your writing for spelling and grammar issues. 

2. Type up, print out and hand in when you return in September.  

3. The final version of your second piece of coursework (either fiction or nonfiction) 

needs to be handed in before October half term. 

Remember the importance of your stimulus texts to your original writing and your 

overarching topic. 

 

Task 2: Unseen Prose (Paper 2, Section A Practice) 

Read the article extract on the following page and annotate the speech in as much detail as 

you can, identifying any technical decisions the writer has made and how these decisions 

affect the meaning, tone, ideas being established. 

Answer the following question around the text you have annotated using your knowledge and 

understanding of linguistic devices and ensuring you consider AO1, AO2 & AO3 in your 

response. You should write a minimum of two sides of A4. 

‘Critically evaluate how Moore conveys her feelings towards the government’s treatment 

of women.’- write one full page of typed up analysis (Font size 12) 

 

Task 3 – Wuthering Heights/Romantic Poetry 

Ensure you have read part 2 of Wuthering Heights and revisit part 1 

Complete following essay:  

Compare how Bronte and the Romantic poets explore encounters with people whose 

status in society determines how they are treated 

At least 3 developed PETAL paragraphs 

 

 

 



  



 

 

 

Part Two: Optional (but advised tasks) 

 

You should be re-reading your copy of ‘A Streetcar Named Desire’ and updating your notes / 

annotations. Other revision strategies could include: 

• Picking out key extracts (no more than 2 pages) and close reading/ analysing for AO1 

and AO2  

• Watch the ‘Young Vic’ production of the play from The National Theatre Live 

collection. 

• Use the following link to watch the video lectures on Massolit 

https://www.massolit.io/courses/williams-a-streetcar-named-desire 

• Look back at / create useful revision resources such as key quote banks, contextual 

information, character profiles etc. 

• Use online revision sites such as https://www.sparknotes.com/lit/streetcar/ to 

develop understanding of the play and content. 
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